A prototype model is exploited to reveal the origin of mixed-mode oscillations. The initial oscillatory solution is born at a supercritical Hopf bifurcation and exhibits subsequent period doubling as some parameter is varied. This period-2 solution subsequently loses stability, but continues to exist-regaining stability to form the 1' mixed-mode state (one large plus one small excursion). Other mixed-mode states lie on isolated branches or "isolas" of limit cycles in the one-parameter bifurcation diagram and are separated by regions of chaos. As a second parameter is varied, the number of isola solutions increases and the "gaps" between them become narrower, leading to correspondingly more complete Devil's staircases. An exactly comparable scenario is shown to arise in the three variable model of the BelousovZhabotinsky reaction proposed recently by Gyiirgyi and Field [Nature 335, 808 (1992)].
INTRODUCTION
Mixed-mode oscillations, for which the oscillatory cycle consists of a number of large excursions combined with a number of small peaks, are frequently observed in both experiments and models appropriate to chemical or biological systems. '-l3 In this paper we investigate the development of this oscillatory wave form, from onset as simple period-l through a sequence of bifurcations to complex and aperiodic solutions. Although chaos occurs naturally in such systems, it will not be the primary focus of this study. Previous theoretical studies have exploited the existence of fast and slow variables or have discussed interpretations based on maps. '"26 Here, we seek to explain the phenomenon in terms of existing (or coexisting) attractors and their evolution in the bifurcation diagram as some parameter is changed. The evolution of the bifurcation diagram as a secondary parameter is altered will also be considered.
The model used is briefly reviewed in Sec. II. In Sec. III, the major results are presented. These show how the simplest 1' mixed-mode form, consisting of one large and one small peak, is actually a deformation of a period-2 limit cycle that emerges from a supercritical period doubling from the original period-l limit cycle. The remaining mixed-mode states, including various concatenated forms, lie on disconnected isolas in the bifurcation diagram. Between the mixed-mode states there are typically regions of chaotic evolution, arising from period-doubling sequences. The relative extents of the mixed-mode and nonmixedmode forms are summarized in terms of a Devil's staircase. The completeness of the staircase as a second parameter is varied is discussed.
The mechanisms by which the system undergoes transitions from one mixed-mode state to another are presented in Sec. IV. The same approach is applied to a second model, a three-variable scheme for the BelousovZhabotinsky reaction, in Sec. V. Some general conclusions are presented in Sec. VI.
II. MODEL AND DIMENSIONLESS EQUATIONS
We exploit a simple three-variable model for complex oscillations in an isothermal chemical system,
P+C-+A+C, cc>
A-B, w A+2B-+3B,
C-D,
where the numbering has been chosen for consistency with earlier work. At the heart of this model, steps (O), (U), ( 1 ), and (2), is a two-variable scheme for oscillations based on cubic autocatalysis.
Step (C) provides a second feedback loop that is linear in the concentration of the third variable. The initial reactant P is treated as a pool chemical, so its concentration remains constant and provides a parameter.
The governing rate equations can be written in the following dimensionless form:29
adp/dr = ap2 + a -0,
&dy/dr=fl-y. in the parameter p = k, p/k,; K= ( kok3/k2kc) (k,/k,) "2, 6 =k,/k,, and u= kJk,. We take p as our primary bifurcation parameter and discuss the evolution of the bifurcation diagram as a second parameter 0 is varied. The unfolding parameter u appears multiplying the differential operator in Eq. (5) and so governs the time scale on which /3 evolves: small values for (T will typically make p a fast variable. The two variable system obtained by setting y to a constant has two supercritical Hopf bifurcation points,27 provided that 0~:.
Ill. OVERVIEW OF BEHAVIOR
The bifurcation behavior of this model has been studied for a range of parameter values over which mixed-mode oscillations are observed. Here, we present an overview of the important features. In each case, the parameters K and 6, governing the relative contribution of the uncatalyzed initiation process and the time scale on which C evolves, respectively, retain the values 2.5 and 1.0, while the parameter u that controls the time scale on which the autocatalyst B evolves is varied. For each value of a, the bifurcation diagram with respect to the parameter p, which reflects the dimensionless concentration of the pool chemical species P, is determined.
A. Attractor development and bifurcation diagram for a=0.013
For these parameter values, the system has two supercritical Hopf bifurcation points at ~=0.292 02 and p =0.773 72. Over much of the range of ,U between these points, the system exhibits a simple, period-l limit cycle of relatively large amplitude. If p is decreased from the upper Hopf point, this wave form develops smoothly from the small amplitude period-l limit cycle via a canard. The development of the wave form on increasing p from the lower Hopf point is, however, less straightforward. More complex wave forms are observed (with p either increasing or decreasing) over the range 0.297 63 <p < 0.302 76. In Fig. 1 we show how the observed maxima in the variable 0 varies with the parameter p. This diagram was constructed by integrating the governing equations with the LSODE package3' starting with some particular parameter value. The integration is continued for a sufficient time such that transients have fully decayed. Once the asymptotic response has been determined, the parameter is incremented with the previous asymptotic solution serving as the new initial condition. Figure 1 was constructed with 300 increments in p. With increasing p, the small amplitude oscillation born at the Hopf point undergoes a period-doubling bifurcation at p=O.297 63. Further period doublings occur, following the normal Feigenbaum scaling, and a chaotic attractor is established. At ~=0.297 95, the system abruptly switches to a 1 3 mixed-mode wave form (one large and three small peaks) which exists over the range 0.297 95 <,LL < 0.298 33. There is then a further region of more complex behavior, including chaos, until p=O.298 55 at which point a l2 complex oscillation emerges. This mixed-mode form survives until p=O.299 65. Another region of complex and chaotic behavior is exhibited until ~=0.299 97, where the 1' wave form appears. Two more stages in this chaoticperiodic sequence take the system via 1'1' (i.e., 2') to the large amplitude 1' period-l limit cycle, which exists for all higher p to the canard and then to the upper Hopf point.
If this bifurcation diagram is traversed with decreasing ,u, the observed response is simply the reverse sequence until y=O.297 95. This was the parameter value for the abrupt onset of l3 from a smaller amplitude chaotic attractor as p increased. With decreasing p, the system stays in the l3 state until p=O.297 66. The system then jumps to the period-2 solution observed as a consequence of period doubling in the upward traverse. There is thus a range of hysteresis and coexistence of stable attractors. Figures  2(a)-2(c) show the coexisting 13, 12, and period-2 time series for ,~=0.297 76; the period-2 and l3 solutions occur naturally as ,U is increased or decreased, while the l2 solution can only be obtained by perturbing either of the other states.
In order to expose the origin of these sequences in terms of the underlying attractors and their bifurcations, we have used the path-following algorithm AUTO (Ref. 3 1) with initial conditions from the asymptotic solutions determined by explicit numerical integration. Figure 3 shows the significant section of the bifurcation diagram that emerges. The period-1 solution that emerges from the Hopf point does, indeed, become unstable via a supercritical period doubling at which a stable period-2 solution is born. This, in turn loses stability at a second supercritical perioddoubling bifurcation. The unstable period-2 solution continues to exist, however, as p increases-regaining stability over the range 0.299 97 <,u < 0.301 65. This is exactly the range for which the 1' mixed-mode wave form is observed and we can therefore identify the origin of this particular wave form as the period doubling from the original limit cycle. The period-2 solution has become deformed so that there is now a large difference in amplitude between the two peaks, but it is the same solution.
The l2 and l3 solutions have a quite different origin. These lie on closed curves or isolas of periodic solutions. There are a total of three closed curves for the I2 state: one for the large amplitude peak and two for the small amplitude excursions. The l3 state gives rise to an isola consisting of four closed curves. For the l3 state, each closed curve is comprised of a branch corresponding to a stable limit cycle and a second branch corresponding to an associated unstable saddle cycle. (Stable solutions are shown as solid lines and unstable solutions as broken lines in Fig. 3 .) The ends of the isola correspond to saddle-node bifurcations of these mixed-mode states. The 1" solution remains stable over the whole range of its existence. The l2 limit cycle, however, is stable only over a range of the upper branch: there are two pairs of period-doubling bifurcation points along this branch. The l2 solution is stable over the range 0.298 54 < PC 0.299 64, but unstable elsewhere, except for two very narrow ranges close to the isola ends. One of these narrow ranges of stability, at low p, gives rise to the wave form shown in Fig. 2(b) .
A final, small isola exists over the range 0.301 82 <p < 0.302 56. One solution from this pair is stable over the entire range and the corresponding limit cycle has the form 1' lo (or 2l) . This is thus a concatenation of the 1' and lo states that lie to either side.
The original period-2 limit cycle regains stability at p =0.302 67 and this undergoes period halving to the original period-l ( lo) state at ,u=O.302 76.
. Figure 4 shows the maxima observed in logfl for an upward sweep in p superimposed on the attractor bifurcation diagram. Beginning at the lowest p, the system moves onto the unique existing stable attractor-the period-l limit cycle. It follows this solution until the perioddoubling point at which it moves onto the emerging period-2 cycle. Both the l3 and the l2 isolas emerge as ,u is increased further, but the system has no cause to switch away from the period-2 which is still stable. Even when this solution becomes unstable through a further supercritical period doubling, the system simply switches onto the emerging new attractor as it follows the subharmonic cascade to chaos. At some point, however, the strange attractor approaches the lower (saddle) branch of the l2 isola. There it vanishes in an apparent homoclinicity on collision with the saddle cycle at ~=0.297 95. The system then moves to the stable l3 limit cycle corresponding to the upper branch of that isola and remains on this solution as p is increased further. The isola ends via a saddle-node limit cycle bifurcation at ~=0.298 33. The system then moves to an existing strange attractor. The details of this transition are more easily appreciated as ,U is decreased and are discussed in Sec. IV. The transition from this chaotic At higher p, the 1' solution undergoes period doubling before settling onto the limit cycle corresponding to the 2', or 1'1' concatenation. One final region of chaos and a period-halving sequence then takes the system back through the period-2 to the period-l, or lo, limit cycle which is then stable for all higher ,u up to the upper Hopf bifurcation point.
The origin of the hysteresis at low p at the end of the l3 isola is also clear. The upper branch of this isola retains its stability as ,U is decreased. For a narrow range of ,u, this overlaps the range of stability of the original period-2 solution. In fact, the l2 isola also has a range of stability in this region. Where coexisting stable attractors exist, the stable manifolds (insets) of the unstable (saddle) limit cycles form the separatrices of the basins of attraction of these states.
This gives an overview of the underlying bifurcations in the observed sequence. Before we address more detailed aspects, we examine the effect of varying the parameter (T.
B. Bifurcation diagram for a=O.OlO Figure 5 shows the evolution of various oscillatory solutions for a slightly smaller value of CJ. The lowest curve corresponds to the original period-l limit cycle born at the Hopf bifurcation. A period-2 solution emerges at a perioddoubling bifurcation point for ,u=O.294 45. This solution exists up to ~=0.300 40; however, it is unstable for much of that parameter range. A number of isolas also exist; for clarity, we show only a single closed curve for each solution. The largest of these correspond to 12, 13, 14, and l5 mixed-mode oscillations. The 1' mixed-mode branch again is a direct continuation of the original period-2 solution.
The isolas appear to overlap in the projection in Fig. 5 . Although the attractors themselves do not cross, the parameter ranges for which they exist overlap significantly. A number of smaller isolas are also shown. These correspond to "concatenated" states. Between the 1' and lo are the l'l', 11(10)2, and 1'(1°)3--or 2', 3', and 4' states. At slightly lower p is an isola corresponding to the next generation: a concatenation of the 1' and 2l states with wave form 1'2l. The states above the l2 isola correspond to 1112 and ( 1')212 wave forms. The 1213 concatenation lies above the isola for 13. Thus a total of twelve different mixedmode states have been located between the 0' and lo forms of the original limit cycle. Figure 6 shows the observed variation of the maxima in log p as a function of p superimposed on the bifurcation diagram. The "closeness" of the different isolas of attractors means that the system can find relatively simple mixed-mode states for almost all values of ,u. There are narrow windows of more complex behavior as one solution loses stability and before another stable state becomes available. These windows are characterized by perioddoubling cascades. The initial departure from the original period-l solution is also again via a period doubling.
The saddle-node bifurcation points corresponding to the ends of the isolas for different mixed-mode limit cycles can be followed through the p-a parameter plane, as shown in Fig. 7 . Decreasing 0 is associated with a wider range of oscillatory behavior in the corresponding twovariable model with y=const.32 Perhaps more significantly, the amplitude of the oscillatory response in the two-variable model may show a rapid, but strictly continuous, variation with the parameter p. The steepness of this "canard bifurcation" increases as u decreases.33 In the three-variable system, decreasing o increases the range of possible complex responses. The different mixed-mode states are not, in general, stable throughout the whole ranges indicated in Fig. 7 . The various period-doubling bifurcations and internal tangent bifurcations generic for these states have been exhaustively catalogued by Ringland er ~1.~~ from studies on two-parameter bimodal maps. 
C. Further evolution of concatenations: Devil's staircases
The extent of the bifurcation diagram corresponding to the mixed-mode wave form in the previous two cases can be summarized in terms of a "Devil's staircase." For a given wave form Ls consisting of L large peaks and s small peaks, a "firing number" F can be defined simply as F= L/ (L+s). If the observed firing number is plotted as a function of p, any range over which the same response is observed gives rise to a step on this staircase. Figure 8(a) shows the staircase for the system with 0=0.013. The period-l states 0' and lo have F=O and 1, respectively. Between these there are just four steps corresponding to the 13, 12, l', and 2' mixed-mode limit cycles. Between these steps are gaps, corresponding to the intermediate ranges of p for which nonmixed-mode behavior such as period doubling and chaos are found. For a=O.OlO, Fig. 8(b) , there are more steps, reflecting the greater number of isolas of different mixed-mode solutions. Again, there are gaps, i.e., ranges of p over which the system does not display mixed-mode behavior and thus for which there is no defined firing number. These gaps are, however, considerably narrower than in Fig. 8 (a) and not readily discerned from the staircase.
As (T is reduced further, this general trend of an increasing number of mixed-mode states and concatenations, each corresponding to different isolated branches of limit cycles, gives rise to increasing numbers of steps on the staircase. Furthermore, the nonmixed-mode gaps grow It is not feasible to produce the whole bifurcation diagram for this parameter set as so many different attractors exist. However, it is apparent that an analogous evolution of states occurs at this much lower value of c.
IV. DETAILS OF TRANSITIONS A. Period doubling and tangent bifurcation
We now return of the system with a=0.013 to consider the nature of the transition from one mixed-mode state to another in more detail. The above discussion described in outline the role of period doubling from a given state and the subsequent formation of a chaotic attractor. An example of this arises from the l2 state as p is decreased through the value 0.298 54, Fig. 9 (a) . There is a supercritical period doubling of the l2 limit cycle at this value and for slightly smaller values of the bifurcation parameter a ( 12)2 wave form in which the two l2 units have slightly differing amplitudes. Further bifurcations occur as p decreases, following the well-known Universal sequence with a'discernable period-5 window, etc. For any given CL, the corresponding next-maximum map, e.g., (log /?), vs (log /3)n+4, can be constructed. As p approaches the value 0.298 33, the map approaches tangency with the identity line (log /3) ,, = (log /3) n+4 as shown in Fig. 9(b) . Tangency occurs exactly at this parameter value, and for smaller ,u, the map consists of two sets, each of four fixed points. These correspond to the two l3 mixedmode solutions, one stable and one unstable, that then form the isola that exists until ~=0.297 66. At this lower value of p, the two sets of fixed points of the map merge again.
For the region of p between the l2 and l3 mixed-mode states, the time series are chaotic over much of the range. In general, no particular trend can be distinguished other than that familiar from other studies of subharmonic cascades. Close to the tangent bifurcation, the system may exhibit long phases of evolution that appear to be the l3 state, interrupted by occasional, intermittent bursts and a reinjection.
B. Period doubling and period doubling
The transition between the 1' and I2 states is shown in more detail in Fig. 10 . Here, there is period doubling from both mixed-mode states. This gives rise to a bifurcation sequence that has not been described previously. We may contrast this picture to the symmetric "period bubbling" reported, for example, in our earlier work.29V32 In that case, the system reemerges from the bifurcation sequence onto the same attractor; here, however, there are distinct attractors at each end of an asymmetric sequence as the system moves from l2 to 1' on increasing p (or vice versa on decreasing p). An additional point of interest is that the l2 solution is actually stable close to the saddle-node point at the end of the isola. That solution also shows a perioddoubling cascade as p is reduced, giving rise to coexisting strange attractors, one originating from the I2 state and the other from the 1' state, for a range of p. This type of transition appears to become more typical as the parameter (T decreases. For smaller values of a, such that the aperiodic window is very narrow, a particular parameter value may be effectively close to both the perioddoubling bifurcation points. Figure 11 (a) shows the time series for a system with a=O.Ol and ~=0.295 385. This corresponds to a system in a nonperiodic region between the l3 and I4 states shown in Fig. 6 . The trace consists of an aperiodic mixing of these two forms, with occasional oscillations that do not have this form. The next-maximum map shows a relatively simple hump, although there is multiple leafing, Fig. 11 (b) .
There is one more type of bifurcation arising in Figs. 1  and 4 , that which occurs at ~=0.297 95 as p is increased. This appears to be an example of "crisis," involving a homoclinic connection between the chaotic attractor and a saddle-type limit cycle. As mentioned previously, the twodimensional sheet formed by the stable manifold of a saddle cycle may play the role of a separatrix between coexisting attractors in 30 phase space. This connection with the BZ system is significant, as there is considerable debate as to the origin of nonperiodic behavior between mixed-mode states at high flow rates. This controversy dates back to the original observations of aperiodicity by Hudson and co-workers2~3P37 and subsequent computational studies.38P39 The latter numerical work readily identified the periodic mixed-mode states, but did not observe chaotic mixing between these. This, and subsequent experimental studies that also observed only periodic states, led to the suggestion that the chaos might have a nonchemical origin, e.g., from imperfect mixing or from fluctuations in the reactant inflow imposed by the operation of peristaltic pumps. Very recently, the experiments of Hudson et al. have been repeated and similar periodic-chaotic sequences observed.40 These have also been encompassed within the modelling studies of Gyijrgyi and Field on purely chemical feedback.
Schneider and Miinster have developed this debate further.41 They argue that the origin of the mixed-mode chaos lies in imposed, nonchemical noise that effectively moves the system between neighboring attractors in some nonperiodic manner. Such a solution can be readily generated in the present scheme, but can be distinguished from deterministic chaos by the next maximum map. The present study cannot resolve the specific issue for the BZ reaction, but it suggests that the narrowness or even nonexistence of chaotic evolution in some computational studies would not necessarily be inconsistent with its observation in experi-ment if some (unfolding) parameter has a slightly different value in the two cases. We note, however, that the chaotic solutions observed in our (noise-free) model do not arise as complicated concatenations. All concatenated states in our model have a corresponding isola in the bifurcation diagram. The chaos in our system arises from period doubling off these isolas and, hence, exhibits simple humped next-maximum maps and the normal Universal sequence ordering of periodic windows (although merging of period doublings from different attractors may give rise to more complicated sequences). Thus there may be chaotic solutions between any pair of mixed-mode states. Schneider et a1.42 have also repeated the Hudson experiments and they suggest that the apparently chaotic mixing of different mixed-mode states does not give such a well-structured next-maximum map. We note that these results are also consistent with the slight variation of an unfolding parameter causing the chaotic regions between states to become extremely narrow. Experimental fluctuations could easily give rise to a nondeterministic mixing of states that is very similar in appearance to "mixed-mode chaos" like that shown in Fig. 11(a) .
VI. CONCLUSIONS
The major results that emerge from this study are the following: (i) the initial bifurcation from the period-l limit cycle is a period doubling; (ii) this period-2 solution loses stability at a second period-doubling bifurcation but continues to exist; (iii) the period-2 solution becomes deformed and regains stability to form the simplest mixedmode wave form, 1'; (iv) other mixed-mode states, including the most complex concatenations, lie on separate isolas; (v) these isolas are born at saddle-node (i.e., tangent) bifurcations-type I intermittency, so a corresponding mixed-mode saddle cycle exists with each stable cycle; (vi) the limit cycle corresponding to the solution on a given isola may lose stability via period-doubling, with the ensuing chaotic attractor mediating the transition to other stable attractors; (vii) as a second parameter is varied, the "gaps" between the mixed-mode states may become exceedingly narrow and the corresponding Devil's staircase approaches completeness; (viii) with very narrow gaps between mixed-mode states, the corresponding aperiodic solutions show long stretches of apparent mixing of the parent mixed-mode states.
The model used for this study is very simple, with only one nonlinearity and a second feedback process that is linear. The underlying two-variable oscillator does not display bistability or a coexisting stable steady state and stable limit cycle; it does, however, typically exhibit a canard structure. 32'33 
